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When Navy SEAL Andrew Maddix left the military he thought his combat days were over. And when

he died in a cave in New Zealand and entered Heavenâ€™s gates, he assumed engaging an enemy

would no longer be required of him.He was wrong.Operating entirely in the spirit realm now, Andrew

Maddix continues to go on Special Op missions. Only now his teammates are Michael the

archangel and a select group of saints and angels. Sometimes Maddix assists outnumbered angels

locked in combat. Other times he comes to the aid of humans persecuted by the Antichrist and his

demonic troops.His latest mission will take him deep into the most hidden parts of the underworld,

where an angel is being held captive by demon abductors. This rescue mission will prove to be his

most hair-raising assignment yet. And during this covert mission Maddix will come to realize his

days of battle will not end until Earthâ€™s last day is tolled, and Satan is tossed into the Lake of Fire

to burn forever.
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This was even better than Book 2, man. This premise really lets you indulge in fantasy guiltlessly.



What a find! This book contained post_Rapture stories, and spiritual warfare during that time. It also

gives us a freakish scenario of the Antichrist and his work. Fabulous book! So entertaining and

engaging. Not a second was boring--- that's my favorite part. If you're a Christian with a love for

fantasy and adventure or just end times--- this is a must read! Book 1 first though!

I honestly thought this was a 3 part series. Much to my surprise and excitement, it's not! This series

just paints such an amazing picture of what the end times could be like, and its exciting! Love the

whole series thus far and can not wait for the next one!

Mark Romang delivers another fast paced spiritual thriller that doesn't disappoint. Battle Siege is

book three of the Battle Series and the journey continues into the time of the Tribulation. The

rapture has come and the believers in Christ simultaneously disappear from the earth. Aliens are

blamed for the mass disappearances.The world is in shambles and the rebuilding process starts.

Each person is required to get a mark on either their hand or forehead in order to catalog all of the

survivors of the disappearance. The mark is also needed in order to buy or sell goods. Those who

know the truth about the disappearances know that God came back to call his followers home, they

regret the choice of not following Him before, but choose the hard life without the mark. They are

hunted down by flying drones that seek out the unmarked.Meanwhile Satan and his legions are

waging war on Heaven in a desperate attempt to steal the 7th bowl of judgement before it is poured

out and Satan is bound and cast into the lake of fire. The epic journey for saints from the times of

the Bible and of the modern world starts as they fight off the invading demon horde.I'm so excited

for book four, I can't wait to see where the story goes next! 5 Stars!`

I was riveted by what was happening with the characters on earth, and their struggles for survival.

However, I was more distracted by some of the spiritual realm activity, especially the mission to find

Mithellius. I ended up skipping through much of that. I guess I had a hard time grasping Andrew

Maddox being heaven's war hero. Was expecting a conclusion in the last part if the book, not a "to

be continued." I really enjoyed the first two books in the series (5 stars)...this one, not so much.

Mark's books are great fun to read. This book's about a post-rapture, dystopian world with strong

ties to the Revelation prophecies. Several things happen,and people play roles which go far beyond

Biblical possibilities, BUT they are speculatively possible. That's the reason I gave it it a four-star

rating.Spiritually, it's a solid four also being thoroughly evangelical.Knowing what it is, you'll find it a



solidly entertaining book.

Exciting, daring, thrilling, adrenaline rush, 5 star, addictive, heart pumping, thrills, fears, tears with

laugh out loud humor. Mark Romang will quickly draw you in as a fantasy, sci fi fan whether you are

Christian or Non-Christian. Having read every novel written, Mark just keeps giving us his best! I

can't wait to read the next novel. With his stories you just want MORE! Don't sit on the fence with

this. Buy it and ENJOY!!

I liked this third book in the series. I don't know if there is a fourth book, but I am hoping there is.

This book you an insight in what mortal man feels it will be like during the first part of the tribulation.

Third book just as great as 1 & 2!! Awesome, faith inspiring fiction, top notch!! Ever wondered about

the spiritual realm? This series explores just that, and gives an excellent example of what it may be

like. 5 stars, for sure!!
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